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Introductory Scenario 
 Safety and quality of patient care are dependent on 

teamwork, communication, and a collaborative work 
environment. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started, let’s consider how team behavior impactspatient care in the following situation:Example:A blood pressure medication is ordered for a patient by thephysician. The nurse calls to clarify the dosage. The physician isabrupt and says, “Can’t you just figure it out? I’m busy with apatient right now.” The nurse hangs up and asks her colleague,“What do you think the doctor means by this order?” Thecolleague offers an opinion and the drug is given to the patient.Both of them roll their eyes and shake their heads, aware thatthis situation has happened many times before. The situation isnot reported and no further discussion occurs.DISCUSSION:6 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• What are the instances of unprofessional conduct in thisscenario? How did they impact the quality of care?• How could the nurse have handled the call with thephysician? How could her colleague have responded?• What could the physician have done differently?• What role do leaders play in addressing such behaviors?• Would a code of conduct address this type of interaction?• What should occur if a pattern of unprofessional conduct
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Performance Objectives 
 Identify two approaches for responding to unprofessional 

conduct—enforcement and engagement. 

 Describe four steps for responding to unprofessional 
conduct. 

 Assess whether and how to respond to unprofessional 
conduct. 

 Differentiate between a competitive (power-based) and a  
collaborative stance. 

 Describe the two-stage Connect & Correct technique. 
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Professional Conduct and  
High-Performing Teams 

 Professional conduct contributes to safe patient care 
and is a key component of high performing teams. 

 Reinforcing professional conduct expectations within 
the team:  
 Is a form of self-correction 
 Provides mutual support 
 Reinforces trust 
 Provides needed feedback 
 Is a key component of care coordination 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
High performing teams have members who are able to self correct.Reinforcing professional conduct expectations within theteam is a form of self-correction.Addressing lapses in professional behavior also:• Provides mutual support• Reinforces trust• Provides needed feedback• Is a key component of care coordinationAddressing lapses in professional behavior requires courage,practice, and support.
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Unprofessional Conduct 
 Unprofessional conduct is behavior that interferes 

with effective communication and negatively impacts 
team performance and patient care.  

 People who exhibit disruptive behavior require 
feedback to increase their awareness of the impact 
their behavior has on team relationships and patient 
care. 

 Disruptive behaviors may also indicate system issues 
that require further assessment.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Unprofessional conduct is behavior that interferes witheffective communication and negatively impacts teamperformance and patient care.Behaviors that can disrupt team performance and contribute topatient harm include:• Verbal outbursts• Physical threats• Refusing to perform assigned tasks• Uncooperative behaviors such as reluctance or refusal toanswer questions, return calls or pages• Condescending language or voice intonation• Public humiliation• Belittling• Sabotage and undermining• Withholding information or resources intentionally8 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• Ostracizing• Scapegoating• Retaliation• BackstabbingDisruptive behaviors frequently represent ineffective conflictengagement skills- such as, an inability to negotiate stressors inthe environment or to communicate effectively to get one’s needsmet.
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Unprofessional Conduct and 
Team Conflict 

 Unprofessional conduct 
contributes to conflict within  
the team. 

 Conflict can be good when  
it is used to develop creative 
solutions to complex problems. 

 Engaging in conflict requires 
constructive approaches that 
address the relational aspects 
of team performance. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Unprofessional conduct contributes to conflict within theteam by reducing trust, undermining confidence, andcreating barriers to cooperation and coordination.Conflict can be good when it is used to develop creative solutionsto complex problems, however, engaging in conflict requiresconstructive approaches that address the relational aspects ofteam performance.RESEARCH:• Studies show that team satisfaction is lower where there isrelationship conflict, as opposed to just task conflict.• When conflict levels are high and negotiations arecompetitive, cognitive flexibility decreases and defensivepostures prevent effective collaboration.• When team negotiations are cooperative, team membersare better able to remain flexible and open to the ideas ofothers- which leads to more creative problem solving.Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• Relationship conflict is perceived as more disruptive toteam satisfaction, and only those teams with higher levelsof within team trust, openness, and psychological safetyare able to engage in task conflict with positive effects onteam performance.
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Two Approaches:  
Enforcement & Engagement 

 Actions to promote professional conduct occur at both the 
individual and system levels. 

 Two approaches for promoting professional conduct are: 
 Enforcement (power based) 
 Engagement (collaborative) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Actions to promote professional conduct occur at both theindividual and system levels.There are two approaches for promoting professional conduct:• Enforcement (power-based)• Engagement (collaborative)Enforcement is the use of power to address lapses inprofessional conduct through discipline and other authorityinterventions.Engagement is a collaborative approach that seeks to correct thebehavior while preserving or restoring trust among teammembers. It provides an opportunity for the team to resolve theissues directly and provides an opportunity for improvingengagement skills.Effective teams find ways of integrating both engagement andenforcement options.Developing an ability to engage effectively is a core competencyfor health professionals.
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Engagement 
 Engagement is a collaborative approach that seeks 

to correct the behavior while preserving or restoring 
trust among team members.  

 Connect & Correct  
is a collaborative  
engagement approach. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect & CorrectEngagement provides an opportunity for the team to resolve theissues directly and provides an opportunity for improvingengagement skills.Engagement happens when the issues are dealt with directlyby those involved in the incident rather than merely reportingthe incident to someone else.Engagement involves a conversation rather than an investigation.Engagement is an approach that balances assertiveness andcooperativeness and makes use of constructive conflict behaviors.Knowing when to engage is a core conflict competency.It requires that you reflect on and become aware of yourown conflict skills and hot buttons.
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Four Steps for Responding to 
Unprofessional Conduct 

 Addressing instances of 
unprofessional behavior in 
order to improve patient safety 
is the job of all team members. 

 Four Steps for Responding  
to Unprofessional Conduct: 
 Assess 
 Adopt a stance 
 Connect & Correct 
 Evaluate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Addressing instances of unprofessional behavior in order toimprove patient safety is the job of all team members.Addressing unprofessional conduct in a respectful manner candecrease interpersonal conflict and is a form of mutual support.Determining whether and how to engage are core conflictcompetencies.Four Steps for Responding to Unprofessional Conduct:• Assess• Adopt a stance• Connect & Correct• EvaluateWe will take a closer look at each of these steps.
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Assessing Whether and How to Engage 

 Determining whether and how to address a difficult 
situation requires assessment of the risks—to you 
and to others 

 Routinely avoiding a difficult conversation can lead to 
patient harm and does not provide needed feedback 
to team members 

 Engaging effectively requires that you are both 
assertive and cooperative.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Determining whether and how to address a difficult situationrequires assessment of the risks- to you and to others.Some questions to consider:• Is the behavior impacting patient care?• Is the behavior impacting the ability of the team to worktogether?• Is the behavior creating a barrier to information sharing?• Is the behavior a recurring pattern?• What is the risk of engaging with the individual? (physically,emotionally, or politically)• What supports are available to you?• What are your own conflict styles or hot buttons? Howmight they impact how you choose to engage?There are many times when you decide to ignore a situationbecause you don’t have time or because it doesn’t really matter.Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010However, routinely avoiding a difficult conversation can lead topatient harm and does not provide needed feedback to teammembers, particularly when there is a pattern of unprofessionalbehavior. It also leads to increased personal stress.Overcoming the tendency to avoid conflict requires courage,skill, and practice. It also requires self-knowledge about yourown conflict tendencies.There is evidence that suggests clinicians who engage effectivelyhave higher job satisfaction and better patient care outcomes.
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Adopting a Competitive Stance 
 A competitive (power-based) 

stance is high in assertiveness 
and low in cooperativeness.   

 A competitive stance 
prioritizes an immediate 
outcome over the need for a 
good relationship with the 
individual. It is most effective 
in crisis situations or where 
there is an imminent risk. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Making a conscious choice about how to initiate a difficultconversation will impact the outcome. Different situationsrequire different approaches.Engaging effectively requires that you are both assertive andcooperative. Navigating levels of assertiveness andcooperativeness is a key skill that requires you pay attention tothe type of response you are getting from the other person.Competitive Stance:A competitive (power-based) stance is high in assertivenessand low in cooperativeness. It represents an either/orapproach, “either you win or I win.” (See note below)A competitive stance prioritizes an immediate outcome over theneed for a good relationship with the individual. It is most effectivein crisis situations or where there is an immanent risk.Examples of an assertive (competitive) stance in TeamSTEPPSinclude the following two techniques:
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Adopting a Competitive Stance: Examples  

 CUS—I’m concerned. I’m uncomfortable. This is a 
safety issue. 

 Two-Challenge Rule—Assertively voicing a concern 
at least two times to ensure that it has been heard. 
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These are good techniques for ensuring that your 
concern is heard when there is an imminent risk to 
patient care.   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SlideProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• CUS: I am concerned; I am uncomfortable; This is asafety issue• Two-Challenge Rule: Assertively voicing a concern atleast two times to ensure that it has been heardThese are good techniques to use to ensure that your concern isheard when there is an imminent risk to patient care. If you getresistance or if the situation is not emergent, you should considerusing a more collaborative approach.
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Adopting a Collaborative Stance 
  A collaborative stance is high in assertiveness and 

high in cooperativeness. It reflects a “yes, and” 
approach.  

 A collaborative stance is useful when: 
 You try a competitive stance and get resistance 
 You want to fully understand a situation 
 You want to learn together 
 You want to find the most creative solution 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Collaborative Stance:A collaborative stance is high in assertiveness and high incooperativeness. It reflects a “yes, and” approach in whichyou consider, “How can we work together to solve thissituation?” It reflects a concern for a solution and a concernfor the ongoing relationship.A collaborative stance is useful when:• You try a competitive stance and get resistance• You want to fully understand a situation• You want to learn together• You want to find the most creative solutionChoosing a collaborative stance requires an open mindset inwhich you inquire about and acknowledge what is important to theother person before making recommendations or offeringsolutions. It builds trust and deescalates emotional situations.Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010Making a Conscious Choice:Consciously choosing how to engage rather than defaultingto a habitual style takes practice and self reflection. If youtend to be assertive, you may need to work on how to bemore open to other’s perceptions. If you tend to be verycooperative, you may need to work on how to be more directand clear about what you need or want.Developing your ability to balance assertiveness andcooperativeness will improve your ability to promote professionalconduct with others.In the next section, we will outline a collaborative approach.
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Exercise: Adopting a Stance 
 Consciously choosing how to engage rather than 

defaulting to a habitual style takes practice and self 
refection.  

 A collaborative stance entails inviting the other 
person to work with you and acknowledging what 
they may need in order to do so.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTIONS:This is a quick exercise that demonstrates the adoption of astance when trying to get someone to change their behavior.STEPS:1. Break into pairs.2. Have one person in the pair make a fist.3. Instruct the other person to try to get the first person toopen their fist by whatever means they come up with.4. Give them 60 seconds to try to get their partner to opentheir fist.5. Debrief with the questions below.DISCUSSION• Who was successful at getting their partner to change theirposition? What worked? Get several responses.• Typical responses: I said please, I distracted them,I promised them something (money etc.), I manipulatedMATERIALS:• Timer- 60secondsTIME:10 minutes16 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010them, I used force.• Apply these approaches to other situations. How effectiveare they? What is the power dynamic in the situation? Isthis a competitive or collaborative stance?• Did anyone invite the person to work with them by asking,“What would you need to open your fist?” (collaborativestance)TEACHING POINTS:• We often resort to a competitive stance without thinking about itevenwhen there is nothing at stake. Trying to cajole,manipulate, bribe, or force is a competitive stance.• A collaborative stance entails inviting the other person towork with you and acknowledging what they may need inorder to do so. It does not mean they always get what they askfor, it means you acknowledge where they are starting from. Thisis the beginning of working together.• Discuss how a collaborative stance is important for addressinglapses in professional conduct- how would you apply thisexercise to that kind of a situation?
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Connect & Correct 
 Using the two-stage collaborative process  

Connect & Correct: 
 Improves the likelihood that the feedback will be 

received  
 Does not compromise the work relationship  
 Sets the stage for productive problem solving. 
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NOTE: See the Connect & Correct Tip Sheet  
           in the Toolkit Additional Resources folder  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Using the two-stage collaborative process, Connect &Correct, improves the odds that the feedback will be receivedwithout compromising the relationship and it sets the stagefor productive problem solving.Mutual support is a key component of effective teams.Providing mutual support includes fair and respectful feedbackthat is directed toward improvement and that is considerate of thefeelings of other team members.Disruptive behavior is often the result of stress or ineffective skills.
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Raising Awareness 

 
 The vast majority of people 

are unaware that their 
behavior is having a 
negative impact on others. 

 This is particularly true if 
they are upset and are not 
connected to others, but 
are instead in fight-or-flight 
mode. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vast majority of people are unaware that their behavior ishaving a negative impact on others. (Slide 16)
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REASONING 

EMOTION 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addressing the behavior requires feedback in a manner thatensures that the person can take in and process the information.(Slide 17 )Connecting provides a space for the emotions to dissipateso that there can be a rational problem-solving conversation.It lessens defensiveness and creates trust.The next sections describe in detail the Connect & Correctprocess and how to use it to address disruptive behavior.
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Stage 1: Connect 
 The first stage, Connect, focuses on creating a 

connection with the other person and building trust.   

 By creating a connection first you: 
 De-escalate the 

situation 
 Develop trust with  

the person 
 Gain deeper understanding  

of the situation 
 Demonstrate respect 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Stage 1: ConnectThe first stage, Connect, focuses on creating a connection withthe other person and building trust.By creating a connection first you:• Deescalate the situation,• Develop trust with the person,• Gain deeper understanding of the situation, and• Demonstrate respect.Attempting to problem solve before creating a connectioncan result in resistance, defensiveness, or escalatedbehavior.
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Connect: PEARLA 
 To connect, use the following algorithm: 

 PEARLA 
 Presence 
 Empathy 
 Acknowledgement 
 Reflect/reframe 
 Listen openly 
 Ask questions 
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NOTE: See the Tips and Tools for Connecting: 
PEARLA Tip Sheet in the Toolkit 
Additional Resources folder  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember: Understand first. Explain later …PEARLA (yes, like part of a neuro check!)• Presence• Empathy• Acknowledgement• Reflect/ reframe• Listen openly• Ask questions
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Connect: PEARLA 
Presence and Empathy 

 Presence: To create connection, you must first focus 
on the situation that is occurring between you and the 
other person.  

 Empathy: Putting yourself in another’s shoes and 
imagining what might be going on for them is a key 
element in creating connection.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:Connecting before attempting to problem solve and findsolutions is an effective means of engaging in conflict andhelps when giving difficult feedback.Connection is particularly useful where strong emotions areinvolved. The PEARLA technique works well with all people andparticularly well in high conflict situations.P—PresenceTo create connection, you must first focus on the situation that isoccurring between you and the other person. Taking time tobreathe, let go of distractions, and be ready to listen openly is thefirst step in creating connection. It also enables you to be aware ofyour own reactions and adrenaline levels.• What are some ways for becoming more focused in a busywork environment?• What could you do to decrease your own adrenalineresponse?20 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010E—EmpathyEmpathy does not get you the right answers, it gives you accessto the right questions.” Ken ClokePutting yourself in another’s shoes and imagining what might begoing on for them is a key element in creating connection. Settingaside your own concerns long enough to see what may beunderlying the behaviors or words of another allows you to betterunderstand their positions and also demonstrates respect.• What are some things you could do to demonstrateempathy?• It is more difficult to be empathetic when the other personis behaving badly- how can you create a space to beempathetic toward someone who is being disruptive?
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Connect: PEARLA 
Acknowledgement 

 Acknowledging what is 
going on for the other person 
is a crucial step in helping 
them to calm down and 
helping them to hear what 
you have to say.   

 Acknowledging what matters, 
particularly when someone is 
upset, takes practice. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:A—AcknowledgeWhen someone is behaving unprofessionally, they aretypically upset about something. Acknowledging what isgoing on for them is a crucial step in helping them to calmdown and helping them to hear what you have to say.
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Acknowledgement: Example 2 
Physician: You have no clue about what we do here. 
All you pay attention to is the bottom line, and patient 
care is suffering because of it.   

Administrator: You’re right that  
I don’t have your level of experience  
caring for patients. Tell me what you  
are most worried about regarding 
these proposed changes. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 2SlideProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010Physician: You have no clue about what we do here. All youpay attention to is the bottom line, and patientcare is suffering because of it.Administrator: You’re right that I don’t have your level ofexperience caring for patients. Tell me what youare most worried about regarding these proposedchanges.
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Connect (PEARLA) 
Reflect and Reframe 

 Reflect: Reflecting back what you heard using 
neutral language is a good way to both check that 
you heard correctly and de-escalate the situation. 

 Reframe: Reframing means to take a concept, idea, 
or statement and say it in a way that helps the person 
view the situation differently. It is a way of refocusing 
the conversation toward the issues and what matters 
to the person—and away from blame or rigid 
positions.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:R—ReflectReflecting back what you heard using neutral language is agood way to both check that you heard correctly anddeescalate the situation.R—ReframeReframing means to take a concept, idea or statement andsay it in a way that helps the person view the situationdifferently. It is a way of refocusing the conversation towardthe issues and what matters to the person, and away fromblame or rigid positions.Reframing can take various forms and requires a great deal ofpractice to do well. It is one of the most powerful conflictengagement skills.
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Reflect and Reframe: Example 

Person 1:   
 It figures that the new 

person was involved in 
this. It seems like every 
time something bad 
happens, he’s had 
something to do with it. 

Person 2:   
 Rarely is one person to blame 

for everything that goes wrong.  
What do you think contributed 
to this particular situation?   

OR— 
 So you’re saying you’re 

concerned about the quality  
of care on this unit. What 
concerns you most?    

OR— 
 It’s hard to say what happened 

since he’s not here. Have you 
spoken to him directly about 
your concerns? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXAMPLE OF REFLECTING AND REFRAMING:Statement: It figures that the new person was involved in this.It seems like every time something bad happens,he’s had something to do with it.Reframe #1: Rarely is one person to blame for everything thatgoes wrong. What do you think contributed to thisparticular situation?OR—Reframe #2: So you’re saying you’re concerned about thequality of care on this unit. What concerns youmost?OR—Reframe #3: It’s hard to say what happened since he is nothere. Have you spoken to him directly about yourconcerns?There are many ways to reflect and reframe. The person’sresponse will let you know if you are on target or not.
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Connect (PEARLA): 
Listening Openly 

“The opposite of listening is preparing to speak.”  

Bill Isaacs 

 Listening openly requires that you listen to the facts, 
listen to the emotions, notice the body language, and 
listen for the meaning behind the words. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINT:“The opposite of listening is preparing to speak.”Bill Isaacs, The Art of DialogueL—Listen openlyListening openly requires that you listen to the facts, listen tothe emotions, notice the body language, and listen for themeaning behind the words. You are listening to their words,listening for the meaning, and listening with the otherperson.Listening openly gives you insight into what may be driving thedisruptive behavior. It requires that you suspend judgment andpostpone solutions until you have clearly heard the other person’sstory.It is difficult to listen when someone is behaving badly. Thetendency is to write them off as crazy, stupid, mean, or inept.It takes practice to listen openly when someone is makingaccusations or exhibiting strong emotions that you areuncomfortable with.24 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010By listening more effectively, you can gain good information in ashorter period of time. Listening below the surface for what theperson is trying to communicate helps you to know what to saynext!
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Connect (PEARLA) 
Ask clarifying questions 

 Ask questions that clarify the situation and show you are 
interested in what matters to the person speaking. 

 Clarifying questions are also a good way to help the 
person become aware of how they are behaving. 

 Tone of voice matters when asking  
clarifying questions. Avoid asking  
“why” questions. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:A great way to create connection is to ask questions thatclarify the situation and show that you are interested in whatmatters to the person speaking.Using questions to better understand the situation provides aframework for developing effective solutions.Clarifying questions are also a good way to help the personbecome aware of how they are behaving. They are one way ofreality testing the situation.
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Sample Clarifying Questions 
 Tell me—what would help you right now? 

 Where would be a better place to have this 
conversation? 

 What does respect look like to you? 

 What is going on that has you so upset? 

 What do you think is the impact of your behavior? 

 What do you hope to accomplish by talking this way? 

 How is this helping you get what you need? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try to avoid asking “why” questions. They tend to feelthreatening. Notice the difference between, “Why are you actingthis way?” and “What has you so upset?”SAMPLE CLARIFYING QUESTIONS:• Tell me—what would help you right now?• Where would be a better place to have this conversation?SlideProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• What does respect look like to you?• What is going on that has you so upset?• What do you think is the impact of your behavior?• What do you hope to accomplish by talking this way?• How is this helping you get what you need?• What are some alternative choices you could make rightnow?• Is there some way we could change the direction thisconversation is heading in?Asking clarifying questions takes practice. They should focus onthe other person rather than focus on fact-gathering or solutions.As always, the tone of your voice makes a difference.
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Creating Connection 
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Understand first. 
 
         Explain later… 
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Stage 2: Correct 
 To address lapses in professional conduct, it is 

important to remember that you are solving two 
problems:  
 1.  Restoring trust among team members  
 2.  Problem solving to correct the behavior 

 In Stage 2, you seek correction of the behavior by 
describing it, describing the impact, suggesting an 
alternative, and seeking agreement. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINT:In Stage 2, you seek correction of the behavior by describingit, describing the impact, suggesting an alternative, andseeking agreement.To address lapses in professional conduct, it is important toremember that you are solving two problems:• Restoring trust among team members• Problem solving to correct the behavior.You may decide to Correct without using the Connect techniques.This could work if there is a high level of trust between you andthe individual or if it is a one-time incident and not a pattern ofunprofessional conduct.
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Stage 2: Correct 
 Using the TeamSTEPPS® DESC script is one way 

to seek correction of unprofessional behaviors. 

 DESC:  
 Describe the specific behavior  

 Express how it makes you feel  
and what your concerns are  

 Suggest alternatives and seek  
agreement 

 Clarify the consequences in terms  
of the impact on goals of the team 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the TeamSTEPPS® DESC script is one way to problemsolveand seek correction of unprofessional behaviors. It providesa clear explanation of your concern, the impact on you or the teamand what you want to be different.Slide30 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• Describe the specific behavior,• Express how it makes you feel and what your concernsare,• Suggest alternatives and seek agreement, and,• Clarify the consequences
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Stage 2: DESC Script Sample 
 Describe: When you don’t answer pages or return 

phone calls … 

 Explain: I am worried that I won’t be able to give safe 
care to the patient. 

 Seek alternatives and agreement: I need for you to 
respond or have someone call for you if you are 
busy. Is that something you could try? 

 Clarify Consequences: If not, it is going to have an 
impact on patient care and how much I can trust you. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINT:There are important things to consider when using the DESCscript:• Timing matters—choose the right time and location for yourconversation• Keep in mind that the goal is to improve patient care, not toprove who is right and who is wrong• Speak from your personal experience rather than blamethe other person• Focus on what you want to be different• Be specific and focus only on the current event, don’toverstate your concerns or use language like, “Youalways…” or “Everybody thinks you…”• Be attentive, respectful and open to what the other personhas to say during your conversation. Model the type ofbehavior you hope to see in them.If there has been a pattern of unprofessional conduct, it isProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010important for a supervisor, manager ,or other person with authorityto have an “awareness intervention” conversation. This will bedescribed in detail in Module 3. For now, use the DESC script asa way to respond to a specific situation.Responding as soon after an event as is practical helps promoteprofessional conduct when the situation is still recent and does notsend a signal that you believe the behavior was okay. It is harderto have the conversation after a lot of time has passed.Remember to balance your assertiveness and cooperativenessduring the conversation. You may need to shift your style backand forth depending on the response you are getting.
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Evaluate 
The final step in the four-step process for responding to 
unprofessional conduct is to evaluate progress. It is 
good to evaluate the following: 
 Your skills and abilities in  
    responding 
 The outcome of your conversations 
    —what changed? 
 Next steps if any are required 
 Identify your support system 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TEACHING POINTS:The final step in the four-step process for responding tounprofessional conduct is to evaluate progress.It is good to evaluate the following:• Your skills and abilities in responding• The outcome of your conversations- what changed?• Next steps if any are required• Identify your support systemEvaluating Yourself:Evaluating your own performance is a form of reflective practiceand will help you notice what you did well and what you could dobetter next time. Conflict situations are never easy and reflectingon how you think you did and what you want to improve for futureinteractions will help you become more conflict competent.Evaluating the Outcome:Evaluating any changes in the situation and checking in from timeProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010to time with the individual to see how things are going is a goodidea. It is good to set up a time to check back in with the personas part of your problem solving process. This gives you both theopportunity to evaluate any changes that may need to be made inyour agreements.It is also good to notice positive changes so that you can reinforcethem. Acknowledging small efforts to improve behavior isimportant and can lead to bigger improvements over time.Continued on next page …The final step in the four-step process for responding tounprofessional conduct is to evaluate progress.Considering Next Steps:It may be necessary to report the situation to a manager orsupervisor when:• There is no change in behavior• There is a power imbalance that makes it difficult for you toengage• There is a continued risk to patients or othersEnforcing professional conduct expectations will be discussed inModule 3.Evaluating Your Support System:It is important for leaders to provide support for promotingprofessional conduct across the organization. This support comesin the form of:36 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010• Codes of conduct and policies that set clear expectations• Modeling conflict competent behavior• Providing training and coaching to improve engagementskills• Implementing non-adversarial conflict managementprocesses that are facilitated by people with advancedconflict skills
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Exercise: Engagement Approach 
 Engagement happens when the issues are dealt 

with directly by those involved in the incident 
rather than merely reporting the incident to 
someone else. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTIONS:In this exercise, you will use the Difficult Coaching Examples from Session #1. Working insmall groups of 2 – 3 people, you will discuss the Engagementapproach for addressing the situation.STEPS:1. Divide class into small groups of 2 – 3 people.2. Distribute the Module 1 Scenarios to each group. (Theseare found in Appendix A of this Facilitation Guide.)5. Discuss how the situation could be addressed with a directconversation among the people involved. Describe ways toinitiate such a conversation.6. Conduct a discussion with the full group using thequestions below as a guide.EXERCISE: ENGAGEMENT APPROACHMATERIALS:• Flipchart forrecording• Module OneScenarios• Code of ConductTIME:20 minutesProfessional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010DISCUSSION:• What are steps for initiating a feedback conversation?• What are some strategies for having an effectiveconversation?• What if there is not time in the moment? How couldconversation be realistically convened?• What if the person is resistant and does not want to havea conversation?• What concerns you
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Summary 
 Disruptive and intimidating behaviors undermine team 

effectiveness, compromise the safety of patients, and 
contribute to unhealthy work environments. 

 Actions to promote professional conduct occur at both 
the individual and system levels. 

 Two approaches for promoting professional conduct are: 
 Enforcement (power based) 

 Engagement (collaborative) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SUMMARY POINTS:• Professional conduct contributes to safe patient care and isa key component of high performing teams.• Disruptive and intimidating behaviors undermine teameffectiveness, compromise the safety of patients, andcontribute to unhealthy work environments.• Bullying and horizontal violence create barriers to safe careand are embedded within the culture of healthcare.– Actions to promote professional conduct occur at boththe individual and system levels.– There are two approaches for promoting professionalconduct: enforcement (power-based) and engagement(collaborative).• Enforcement is the use of power to address lapses inprofessional conduct through discipline and other authorityinterventions.• Engagement is a collaborative approach that seeks tocorrect the behavior while preserving or restoring trust20 Professional Conduct Toolkit: June 2010among team members.
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Summary 
 Assess—Risk to me/Risk to others 

 Adopt a stance—Competitive/Collaborative 

 Connect & Correct—PEARLA & DESC 

 Evaluate—Self, outcome, next steps, support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SUMMARY POINTS:Unprofessional conduct is behavior that interferes with effectivecommunication and negatively impacts team performance andpatient care.Unprofessional conduct contributes to conflict within the team byreducing trust, undermining confidence, and creating barriers tocooperation and coordination.Four Steps for Responding to Unprofessional Conduct:• Assess• Adopt a stance• Connect & Correct• EvaluateDetermining whether and how to address a difficult situationrequires assessment of the risks—to you and to others.
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